The design parameters, central beam high-span ratio, high-span ratio at root of the beam and beam bottom parabola, on continuous rigid frame bridge girder were valued in an appropriate range. Based on orthogonal experiment and numerical simulation, the effects of above parameters to the comprehensive performance index on the basis of stress, deflection and concrete volume were studied by the parameters combinations and the calculation of the text models. The research shows that the central beam high-span ratio has the greatest impact on the comprehensive performance Index, the beam bottom parabola have less influence，when the high-span ratio at root of the beam. Especially, the impact of the beam bottom parabola is larger than the high-span ratio at root of the beam.
Select the main beam parameters
The selection of Engineering background is come from concrete continuous rigid frame bridge on a highway in Yunnan Province, the bridge with a main span in the form of a 103m+190m+103m, where composed of two T, the total length of the main bridge is being 396m. Cross profile using single box single room girder cross-section.
Some literature Pointed out: For the small span continuous rigid frame bridge beam bottom should be used larger parabola, but for the the long span continuous rigid frame bridge beam bottom should be used smaller parabola. During the analysis of the domestic part of the bridge girder beam bottom parabola parameter ,we can found that the beam bottom parabola in the range from 1.5 to 2.0. This article respectively selects 1.5 times, 1.67 times, 1.83 times and 2.0 times for analysis. Take into the some of section bridge ,that has been completed ,we found that continuous rigid frame bridge high-span ratio distributed from 0.05 to 0.065. 
Determining the optimal indicators
This article select the Strength, deflection and the amount of concrete of main beam central girder section as the goal, set up the different finite element models of combinations of parameters, Respectively calculation the maximum stress of central beam, the maximum deflection of central beam and the amount of concrete under the most unfavorable load combination, and select the results as the analysis evaluation criteria. By calculation, the results of each index were receive, as shown in Table1. The maximum deflection of central beam（mm） （a） （b）
The amount of concrete （tonf） The amount of concrete （tonf） （c） Figure 1 （a）The Maximum stress distribution of central beam； （b）The maximum deflection distribution of central beam； （c）The amount of distribution concrete. In order to the evaluation and judgment synthetic characteristics of the main beam becomes more reasonable and intuitive,the multiple evaluating index issues are need to be converted to the single evaluating index.Used the formula scoring method to make the appropriate respectively conversion.
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Among them： Figure 2 The comprehensive evaluation index distribution According to the calculation results table 2 and figure 2 Shown, the comprehensive index on the 16th experiment is minimum, for the better parameter combinations results in orthogonal experiment; the comprehensive index on the 13th experiment is maximum, for the worst paramet er combinations result in orthogonal experiment. In order to determine the level of impact on level factors for the test results, need to analysis of the comprehensive test index, range analysis reflects influence level of the impact factor levels in the test index. 
Summary
The result of range analysis shows that the central beam high-span ratio has the greatest impact on the comprehensive performance Index, nevertheless the high-span ratio at root of the beam and the beam bottom parabola will have less influence. Among the impact of the beam bottom parabola is larger than the high-span ratio at root of the beam.
